



Custom Frame Agreement 

Let’s press those flowers! Upon receiving your arrangement, we will start pressing immediately. Once your 
flowers are dry and ready to be framed, usually between 2-4 months, we will send you a photo of your flowers 
arranged in the frame/frames to make sure you love it before we nail it shut. The frame sizes we offer for bridal 
bouquets and funeral arrangements are 8x10, 11x14, and 16x20. We also offer smaller frames that can be 
purchased as additional add ons. Sizes are listed below. If you need a larger frame or different dimensions, just 
ask! 

For all frames 8x10 and larger, we have a gorgeous selection of handmade wooden frames to choose from. Each 
frame is handmade right here in Buffalo, NY.  Every frame is completely unique due to the natural variations in 
the wood. We do not add any stain or extra color to the wooden frames. Each one is sealed using a clear wax to 
bring out the beautiful wood grain. Black or Gold Frames can be made upon request. 

General Pricing Guide:  
  

8” x 10” frame: $360 
11” x 14” frame: $445 
16” x 20” frame: $525 

Price includes the framing fee and cost of the frame. Our frames are completely nailed shut and cannot be taken 
apart once complete. Our wooden frames have a rabbet cut into the back of the frame that allows it to be hung 
easily on any wall. These frames can be hung horizontally or vertically. 

We also offer smaller frames that can be purchased as additional add ons. 
  

Ornament: $22 
5” x 7” Frame: $175 

Our add on frames are a variety of different metals, woods, and shapes. View our gallery page to see our 
different options! 

Preferred frame size and wood type:______________________________________________ 
Any add on frames or ornaments:________________________________________________ 

Initials: ________________ Date:____/____/____ 
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Custom Frame Agreement 
  

Framing Process: 

Upon completing the deposit you will select your frames. Once the flowers are dried we will begin the framing 
process. We are able to include photos or invitations into the frames or anything that lays flat like a piece of 
paper. Ribbons, charms, and trinkets cannot be added to our low profile frames. Some flowers press better than 
others and we will use our best judgement to place the most perfect flowers into your frame. Extra flowers that 
are not able to fit into the frame or that did not press well will be composted.  

As we begin to lay out the flowers onto the glass, we will send you a photo to ensure you love the layout. We are 
able to change the layout of the flowers up to 2 times. An additional fee will be added if we have to change the 
layout 3 or more times.  We use our best artistic ability to create a gorgeous frame for you! 
  

By initialing and signing this agreement you agree to the following terms: 
  

-Francis Foliage will press my flowers in whatever condition they arrive 
-Francis Foliage will press the best flowers from my bouquet and any pieces that cannot be pressed or framed 
will be composted 
-Francis Foliage does not return any unframed pressed flowers 
-Already dried or dead flowers cannot be pressed 
-The floral artist will arrange my pressed flowers in a way that they think will best represent my flowers 
-Two frame alterations are able to be made before curating an additional fee 
-Invitations and photos are able to be added to my frame but ribbons or trinkets are NOT able to be added 
-Any items such as sentimental ribbons, charms, vases, will be taken off the bouquet before drop off 
-All Francis Foliage frames are permanently shut after the final framing process and cannot be altered or 
changed in any way  
-Flowers are all natural and are subject to fading over time especially if placed in a sunny area 
-Flowers sometimes but not always remain their exact color after coming out of the press 
-I agree to reach out to Francis Foliage with any questions I may have prior to dropping off my bouquet or the 
framing process 
-The pressing and framing process can take anywhere from 2-4 months 
-Payment is due within 30 days of receiving the invoice. 
-I agree that I have read this Custom Frame Agreement in its entirety 

Signature:___________________________Printed Name:____________________________ 
Date:_____/_____/_____
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